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2-3-2. Capacitor bank: It is allow to use less than 10 capacitor banks which are 10 

milifarad. 

 

2-4. Operation: No restriction. 

 

2-5. Programming and control: Robot must move autonomous by the program. Except 

the starting point, it cannot be operated by the outside. The course will be announced on 

the match day. 

 

3. Competition Site 

3-1. Site has to be used approval by IROC. 

 
3-2. Structure 

3-2-1. Size and arrangement: Two blocks with size 160cm x 120cm (±10%) are 

connected by bridge. 

3-2-2. Connection: The size of bridge has to be 25cm (±10%) and it connects with 

straight line and curve field is stick with tapes and paper sheets. 

3-2-3. Less than 2° gradient (±10%) is possible to exist in site. Less than 0.3cm (±10%) 

irregularity or crack is possible to exist in site. 

3-2-4. It will not be installed acrylic wall around the playfield. 

 

3-3. Playfield: It is cover with matt coat polyethylene terephthalate paper which includes 

advertisement and logo from the organizers 

3-3-1. Driving course: Driving course is displayed as lines. It consists of connection of 

straight line and curve line and fix with sheets and tape on the field. 

3-3-2. Line: The color of line is black width of 2cm (±10%) 

 

3-4. Artificial sunlight (halogen light): It will be installed in A playfield as artificial sunlight. 

There won’t be any artificial sunlight in B playfield. 

3-4-1. Allocation of artificial sunlight (halogen light): Stand artificial lights are fixed on the 

side of the stadium. 

3-4-2. Standards of artificial sunlight (halogen light): It will be announced on the day of 

match. 
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4-4. Repair Time 

After the end of 1st run, the entire participant has 30minutes repair and practice time. 

 

4-5. 2nd Run 

After the repair time, 2nd Run will start to begin in the match.  

4-5-1. preparation of the game  

All of the participant has to take the robot out and be ready from referee and 

volunteer‘s instruction.  

4-5-2. Stand by 

After a participant finishes with their game, they should go back to their seats and 

wait till all participants finish. 

 

5. Match 
5-1. Perform the mission 

5-5-1. A playfield: Robots drive the course within 30 seconds and accumulate as much 

energy as possible in the capacitor banks. If the appointed time exceeds, the game is 

over. 

5-5-2. B playfield: Robots use only the accumulated energy in the capacitor banks to 

drive the course. 

 

5-2. Start  

A participant should start the robot when the referee starts the game. If the participant 

starts the robot before the referee’s signal, a participant must restart the game. Referee 

time the game with a stopwatch. 

5-2-1. Discharge of condenser: Before starting match, participants should discharge of 

their condenser. Referee will check whether their robots move before the match. 

 

5-3. Arrival 

The robot arrives at the arrival point and it has to stop time of referee’s stopwatch. 

 

5-4. Match duration  

The time limit in A playfield is 30 seconds. Including this 30 seconds, the total match 

time is 2 minutes. If a participant does not complete the mission in two minutes, the 

match will be over and result will before the finishing point. 
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6. Evaluation 
6-1. Ranking decision factors 

Mission points of each course and time record 

 

6-2. Mission point 

When referee declare the end of game, the mission point are determined by them 

finally in the destination. They will look over the point where the front wheel of robot is 

and the highest point will be admitted. The entire decision is upon the referee. 

 

6-3. Time record 

Time record is based on the referee’s stopwatch. 

 

6-4. Final score 

Better score out of 1st and 2nd run will be the final score.  

 

6-5. Order of priority to result 

If a robot arrives at the arrival point, they will get the full points. If there are tie, result 

has to be decided by their time record. If a robot doesn’t arrive at the arrival point, 

result has to be decided by their time record to the stop.  

6-5-1. Order of priority according to present 

If is same result in the present time then the referee needs to look the other time of 

the record and decided the result.   

6-5-2. Order of priority according to Tie-Breaker 

In order to sum up the best result from first and second chance, if it’s a tie it will be 

1st to be in best rank.  

 


